
Complete the sentences with de�nite and inde�nite articles.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

De�nite Articles are used to refer to things mentioned earlier.

Inde�nite Articles are used to mention something for the �rst time.

Terry read book. book was interesting.

Aaron is rowing boat. boat is small.

Henry is pianist. He plays piano very well.

Mom is wearing apron. apron was gifted by me.

Joe has car. car is expensive.

We went to store. store had fresh vegetables.

I ate orange. orange was sour.

Grandma had urn. urn was very old.

Aunt Sally brought cake. cake was freshly baked.

Sherly bought dress. dress was elegant.
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Complete the sentences with de�nite and inde�nite articles.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

De�nite Articles are used to refer to things mentioned earlier.

Inde�nite Articles are used to mention something for the �rst time.

Terry read book. a The book was interesting.

Aaron is rowing boat.a The boat is small.

Henry is pianist. He playsa the piano very well.

Mom is wearing apron.an The apron was gifted by me.

Joe has car. a The car is expensive.

We went to store.a The store had fresh vegetables.

I ate orange.an The orange was sour.

Grandma had urn.an The urn was very old.

Aunt Sally brought cake.a The cake was freshly baked.

Sherly bought dress.a The dress was elegant.
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